Motion: Open Policy Discussion 2024

1. CZ Waianae
2. Kaipo
3. Unanimous

Motion: SC section: new Hemp point 12

1. Gail, Kohala
2. CZ, Waianae
3. Unanimous

Motion: SC section: new Hemp point 13

4. Gail, Kohala
5. CZ, Waianae
6. Unanimous

Motion: RA preamble - add words… “May include but not limited to” and “Composting”

1. Barbara Haleakala
2. Reba Haleakala
3. Gary opposed
4. Unanimous except record on opposed

Motion: RA section: new Point 9

1. India, NS
2. Vincent K, Honolulu
3. Unanimous

Motion: R&E: point 7, add words “and management of invasive species”

1. Fawn, Hana
2. CZ, W
3. Gary opposed
4. Unanimous except record on opposed
Motion: Close statement, Policy committee

1. CZ
2. Mason
3. Unanimous

Motion Priorities - Priority 5, add “farm to food bank”

1. Hunter, HNL
2. Mason, Haleakala
3. Unanimous

Motion Priorities - Priority 4, Invasive species

1. CZ
2. Anny
3. Gary opposed
4. Unanimous except record on opposed

Motion Priorities - Priority 2, new point “Essential contributors”

1. Negus
2. Kaipo
3. Unanimous

Motion Priorities - New Priority “Maui relief”

1. Kaipo
2. Mason
3. Unanimous

Motion priorities - Close the Policy Priorities

1. CZ
2. Mason
3. Unanimous